[Ionotropic receptors of acetylcholine and ATP: the mechanisms of inhibition].
In this review two kinds of receptors connected with ionic channels are analyzed. First kind is the receptor whose channel can be open with acetylcholine; they a named ionotropic cholinoreceptors (AChRn). The second kind is the receptor whose channel can be open with extracellular ATP. They a named ionotropic purinoreceptors and are designated P2X. Mathematical modelling of the kinetics of interactions with agonists and inhibitors of cholinergic and purine receptors has shown that each of the investigated mechanisms of inhibition of postsynaptic currents (competitive block, channel block, allosteric modulation and acceleration of desensitization) has different influence on the basic characteristics of postsynaptic currents. For unambiguous classification of inhibitory substances according to the molecular mechanisms of their action it is necessary to consider: a trend and size of change under inhibitory action of a decay time constant of the agonist-induced currents; dependence of development of changes and of speed of washing out of substance's effect from duration of its action, from number of activations of receptors and its frequency.